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ABSTRACT

Many Internet of Things (IoT) systems are based on the intercommunication among different devices and
centralized systems. Nowadays, there are several commercial and research platforms available to simplify the
creation of such IoT systems. However, developing these systems can often be a tedious task. To address this
challenge, a proposed solution involves the implementation of a unified program or script that encompasses the
entire system, including IoT devices functionality. This approach is based on an abstraction, integrating the control
of the devices in a single program through a programmable object. Subsequently, the proposal processes the unified
script to generate the centralized system code and a controller for each device. By adopting this approach, developers
will be able to create IoT systems with significantly reduced implementation costs, surpassing current platforms
by more than 10%. The results demonstrate that the single program approach can significantly accelerate the
development of IoT systems relying on device communication.
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1 Introduction

The term “Internet of Things” refers to systems composed of multiple interconnected physical
devices that collaborate to achieve a common objective [1]. In recent years, the utilization of these
systems has experienced significant growth due to their widespread adoption across various sectors
[2,3], like smart homes [4], healthcare [5,6], engineering, monitoring and automation [7,8].

Programmable microcontrollers play a crucial role in IoT systems, owing to their versatility and
wide ranging applications. These compact computers efficiently manage electronic devices, including
sensors and actuators. Microcontrollers find utility in diverse systems that require data acquisition
from the physical world and the execution of actions through physical actuators. In the context of
IoT, inter device communication assumes paramount importance. This involves establishing message
definitions for device to device communication, selecting suitable communication protocols, and
determining communication flows and interaction patterns.
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Developing systems that involve interconnecting various smart devices can be a challenging task
for developers, as it requires a solid understanding of smart devices, programming, and communication
protocols. In most cases, when developers undertake the implementation of an entire system, it entails
creating a centralized system along with programs to run on individual devices. This often results in a
substantial amount of code being written [9].

Systems that facilitate device interconnection involve the exchange of data between devices,
enabling them to trigger actions based on received data [10]. For instance, consider a scenario
where multiple devices equipped with temperature sensors interact with a device controlling an air
conditioner. When the temperature sensors detect a high average temperature, they send a command
to the air conditioning device, instructing it to turn on. Although these systems usually do not require
complex data analysis, they do involve data retrieval, analysis, and command execution. The mere
definition of interfaces, communication protocols, and device coordination typically necessitates a
significant amount of programming effort. This codebase may further expand if additional factors
like authentication [11], security [12], updates [13], and device management [14] need to be considered.

To simplify and streamline the development process of such systems, there are numerous com-
mercial and research platforms [15,16] as well as middleware solutions available [17]. These tools
aim to mitigate complexity and address common requirements encountered during the creation of
interconnected systems.

There are several robust commercial platforms, such as ThingSpeak [18], Amazon Web Services
(AWS) IoT Core [19], Azure IoT Hub [20], Arduino Cloud [21] each other, that significantly reduce
the implementation and management costs of IoT systems. These platforms offer a range of services
including communication services, data storage from sensors, and data analysis capabilities. To
minimize the implementation costs, many of these platforms provide mechanisms for defining business
logic or rules to manage microcontrollers. These logic/rules often involve coordination among multiple
devices, making them highly suitable for coordinating mechanisms. Some platforms even offer agile
rule creation systems, including visual interfaces [22,23]. However, they typically require specific
software implementations on the devices to connect to the service running the rules. The motivation
of this research is to further evolve the paradigms used in previous platforms, aiming to streamline the
creation of IoT applications.

The objective of this research is to simplify the development process of IoT systems that require
communication among multiple devices. To achieve this goal, we propose implementing a unified
program or script that encompasses the entire system, including IoT devices, using an abstraction
approach that leverages programming objects. Subsequently, this proposal involves processing the
unified script to generate the controller for each device.

The main contribution of this research is a novel platform that allows the development of the entire
system in a single program which included the code of the devices and the server. By adopting this
approach, developers can create IoT systems with a significantly reduced codebase while facilitating
seamless intercommunication between devices. Using that proposal, the development of IoT systems
will be achieved with a much lower time cost and without requiring knowledge of intercommunication
and coordination between devices.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows the related work. Section 3 describes the
proposal. Section 4 details a use case of the proposal. Section 5 presents the evaluation and discussion
of results. Finally, Section 6 contains the conclusions and lines of future work.
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2 Background

Small microcontrollers serve as the fundamental building blocks for numerous IoT systems.
Despite being less powerful compared to other computers or devices, their cost effectiveness, compact
size, and efficient power consumption make them a popular choice for a wide range of IoT projects
[24]. Depending on the IoT project the requirements could be significantly different, even outside the
functional scope, including aspects such as energy efficient [25] security [26].

There are some commercial platforms widely used in the industry to create IoT systems. The most
relevant platforms are analyzed below, emphasizing the mechanisms they offer to specify the system
logic and abstract communications and coordination between devices (Table 1).

Table 1: Analyzed platforms

Abstraction in communication
and coordination

Mechanisms to specify the logic of the
system in a simple way

Amazon AWS – X
Azure IoT Central – X
ThingSpeak – X
Arduino Cloud X∗ X
Google IoT Cloud – X

Microcontrollers play a pivotal role in smart and connected objects, which are physical devices
equipped with sensors to gather data, actuators to perform actions, and algorithms to make informed
decisions [16,27]. In IoT systems, these smart objects establish connections with internet platforms
to exchange data [28]. The software or firmware executed by these smart objects constitutes the
foundation of their functionality.

ThingSpeak, one of the pioneering IoT platforms, offers a comprehensive system for defining
login rules based on triggers. It enables the definition of business logic through trigger based forms,
allowing developers to establish condition-reaction relationships. The platform provides software
templates to simplify the development of controllers that are executed on IoT devices. While the
platform abstracts communication features within the editor for business logic rules, it falls short
in providing extensive configuration options for communication protocols. Despite this limitation,
the efficient solution has gained widespread adoption and has been successfully utilized in numerous
projects and solutions [29,30]. Incorporating ThingSpeak into IoT systems could prove to be an
effective approach for reducing code complexity.

Google Cloud IoT provides an extensive solution that includes a wide array of tools aimed
at tackling common challenges in the realm of IoT, such as deployment, monitoring, algorithm
implementation, data analysis, and predictive capabilities. This platform has served as a fundamental
framework for numerous research systems [31]. Among the specific tools offered within Google
Cloud IoT, options like Dataflows and Cloud Functions hold significant promise in reducing code
complexity for IoT applications. In the architecture of this platform, devices transmit data to either
Cloud IoT Core or Cloud Pub/Sub. Developers are responsible for implementing the software on
these devices, which then send data to the Google platform using various communication standards,
primarily Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) but with support for other protocols as
well. Additionally, device functionality should define the commands it can interpret. The utilization
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of Google Cloud IoT can be immensely valuable in streamlining IoT systems that necessitate smooth
communication between devices. Through the adoption of the platform’s tools, developers can
effectively diminish code complexity and improve the overall efficiency of their IoT solutions.

Amazon AWS IoT is a comprehensive solution that provides a wide range of tools to address
common IoT challenges. With features such as the lightweight Free Real Time Operating System
(FreeRTOS) operating system and IoT ExpressLink, it offers ways to simplify software implemen-
tation. The Rules engine allows developers to define the software logic for communication between
devices. By leveraging these tools, AWS IoT enables developers to reduce complexity and enhance
efficiency in their IoT systems [31].

Azure IoT is a highly popular platform for managing IoT systems [32]. Azure IoT offers seamless
integration with Azure Event Grid and serverless compute, along with Azure IoT Edge support for
hybrid IoT applications development. Within the platform, developers have the flexibility to configure
rules and actions, allowing certain communication and coordination tasks to be handled by the
platform. The rules can be easily defined using a user friendly form. Similar to other platforms,
connecting devices to Azure IoT Hub necessitates the creation of specific software controllers for each
device, which are then smoothly integrated into the platform.

Numerous research projects have resulted in platforms specifically designed to minimize the code
complexity involved in implementing IoT systems. One such platform is Tiny Link, which offers users
a simplified method to specify platform functionalities without the need to delve into the intricacies of
underlying hardware components [33]. This platform adopts a low code approach for implementing
the controller program on devices, resulting in a significant reduction in code complexity [34]. The
main advantage of this platform is its ability to simplify the end to end decoding process for exchanging
messages between devices, which proves especially beneficial for heterogeneous devices using diverse
message specifications. It is essential to mention that the IoT market offers an extensive array of over
100 different platforms tailored to IoT devices [35], but the low code approach specifically focuses on
simplifying the coding aspect of IoT systems and doesn’t cover other features.

In the pursuit of simplifying code implementation, most platforms operate in a similar manner.
Initially, developers create a specific controller for devices, enabling them to connect to the platform.
This controller program defines the messages transmitted by the device and the commands/actions it
can comprehend. Depending on the platform and device type, certain solutions may offer support for
implementing the driver program, such as through templates or libraries, which alleviates developer
effort. Libraries offer a convenient level of abstraction for communication protocols, but it is
important to note that numerous platforms also provide the flexibility for developers to select the
desired protocol and communication features according to their specific requirements.

The next step involves configuring coordination among devices. This typically entails sending data
to the platform, processing it in varying degrees of complexity, and executing actions, often involving
the devices themselves. Indeed, all IoT systems can be classified into two distinct components: (1)
the device controller software, responsible for handling the information transmission and accepting
commands, and (2) the system’s rules or logic that governs the communication and coordination
among devices. These two components play pivotal roles in ensuring the smooth functioning of
IoT systems. This two component structure imposes additional work on developers, necessitating
modifications in two separate areas that are often programmed differently and must synchronize with
each other.

The objective of our proposal is to simplify the complexity by enabling the definition of the entire
IoT system in a single program. By eliminating the need for code that connects devices to the platform
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and manages data transmission and reception, we can greatly reduce the number of lines of code
and the effort required to define business logic rules. This streamlined approach simplifies the system
implementation process and enhances overall efficiency.

3 Proposed Platform
3.1 Architecture

The proposal entails an IoT platform that simplifies the process of connecting microcontrollers for
users. Users can effortlessly download a firmware that requires no modification. Upon downloading
and executing the connection firmware on their microcontrollers, users gain the ability to program
the entire system that interconnects their devices using a web based Integrated Development Envi-
ronment (IDE). The web IDE is built on a programming language that closely resembles the native
programming language of the microcontrollers.

For this prototype, we have designed a version of the framework that is compatible with Raspberry
Pi and Arduino WeMos D1 Wi-Fi Espressif modules 266 (ESP266) microcontrollers. However, it is
important to note that this is just one use case, as the platform can be extended to interact with
various other types of microcontrollers. The platform should provide additional firmware options
to enable users to connect different types of devices. Once the generic firmware is uploaded to the
microcontrollers, it establishes a connection that links all the inputs and outputs of the devices with
the IoT platform. This connection enables the execution of business logic on the platform’s server or
cloud (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Solution conceptual scheme

The proposed platform architecture consists of two key components:

a) The Server: This component serves as the business logic hub of the system. It is a web application
accessible to users through a login. Users can manage their microcontrollers within the platform
(Fig. 2). Upon registering a new microcontroller, the platform automatically generates a unique ID
for the device and requests the user to input internet connection parameters, such as Wi-Fi Service
Set IDentifier (SSID) and password. Upon registration, the platform generates a connection firmware
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specific to the microcontroller. This connection firmware includes the device’s ID and the internet
connection parameters.

Figure 2: Device manager

b) Microcontroller Connection Firmware: This component’s primary responsibility is to establish
the connection between the microcontrollers and the platform. The connection firmware, generated
by the platform during registration, facilitates seamless communication between the microcontroller
and the server. It incorporates essential information, including the unique ID of the device and the
internet connection parameters provided by the user.

These two components work in tandem to facilitate the management and connectivity of micro-
controllers within the proposed platform.

Once the microcontroller has the connection firmware running, the user can access the associated
IDE “code editor” (Fig. 3). This code editor allows the user to implement the business logic of the
microcontroller using a real programming language. The platform supports five functions that are
specific to the microcontroller:

• function setup(): This function is executed only once at the start of the program.
• function loop(): This function is executed repeatedly every second after the setup() function

finishes.
• pinMode(mode): This function is used to set the mode of a microcontroller pin as either INPUT

or OUTPUT. It requires two parameters: the mode and the pin number to be modified.
• digitalRead(pin): This function returns the value of the specified microcontroller pin. Function

receives as a parameter the number of the pin.
• digitalWrite(pin, value): This function changes the state of the specified microcontroller pin to

the desired value. Function receives as a parameters the number of the pin and the new value
for the pin.

When the user launches the program, it is executed on the platform. Prior to program execution,
the platform retrieves the values of the digital and analog inputs from the microcontroller. Based
on this data, the platform executes the program. Throughout the program execution, the digital and
analog outputs of the microcontroller may undergo changes. The platform promptly sends the updated
output values back to the microcontroller in response.
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Figure 3: Code editor

3.2 The Device’s Firmware

The firmware empowers the microcontroller to operate as a web client, consistently sending the
data from its analog and digital inputs (sensors) to the platform. These input values are generated
by the sensors linked to the microcontroller. In return, the firmware receives updated values for all
the microcontroller outputs (actuators). Changes in the output values can subsequently modify the
behavior of actuators connected to the microcontroller, such as turning on a light (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Basic interaction scheme
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3.3 Code Redefinition

The Program Interpreter is responsible for executing the user created program within the web
IDE. Before execution, the code undergoes a modification process by the Code Modifier. This
process involves adding an internal library declaration, variables to identify the program owner, two
customizable empty functions (setup and loop) that the user can utilize, and a try catch block to ensure
the server continues running even in the event of errors in the user program. Additionally, the code
modifier includes a call to the setup function, and a setInterval function for the loop function to
execute every second with an initial delay of two seconds to ensure the setup is properly applied. In
Fig. 4, you can see the modified program from Fig. 3 after passing through the Code Modifier.

Upon initialization of the “Device”class, an internal timer is activated to facilitate the retrieval and
transmission of data between the database (BBDD) and the object. This mechanism enables efficient
subsequent method calls on the “Device” object, allowing data retrieval directly from the object itself
and avoiding delays associated with accessing the database.

3.4 Device Connection

The firmware, downloaded through the Device Manager, contains essential information such as
the Wi-Fi network data, device ID, password (in the form of a generated hash), and the IP address
of the platform server. Upon powering on, the microcontroller attempts to connect to the network
specified in the firmware and initiates the program loop.

Within the program loop, the microcontroller retrieves data from all its pins, sends it to the server
via an Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request, and receives in response the pin mode for each
pin and the data for the output pins. The microcontroller then updates the pin modes and writes
the received values to the corresponding output pins. To accommodate more advanced sensors and
actuators, like the digital temperature and humidity sensor (DHT11) or servomotors, the solution
can seamlessly incorporate third party libraries. These libraries abstract the control of these devices,
making it easier to interact with and utilize them in the IoT system.

Currently, the loop executes once per second, but this time interval can be adjusted within the
platform, provided that the device supports sending data at that frequency.

4 Use Case

To illustrate the application of the proposed platform, let us consider a scenario where a company
aims to automate the lights in a room using three interconnected devices (Fig. 5).

• Device 1: This device controls the room lights and is connected to a relay, which is operated
through the digital pin D2.

• Device 2: This device incorporates a light sensor, which is an analog sensor connected to the
analog pin A1. It measures the ambient light level in the room.

• Device 3: Similar to Device 2, this device is configured as a sensor and is also equipped with a
light sensor. It is strategically placed in an area with minimal lighting within the room.

Devices used in this evaluation were: 2 Arduino Wemos D1 (Wi-Fi ESP-12F ESP266 802.11 b, g y
n) Based on microcontroller ESP-8266EX 32-bit includes 11 Digital I/O pins and 1 pin for analog Input
pin. 1 Arduino Wemos Mini (Wi-Fi ESP-12F ESP266 V.3 802.11 b, g y n). Based on microcontroller
ESP-8266EX, includes 11 Digital I/O pins and 1 pin for analog Input pin. Centralized platform was
running in a Windows 2016 Server Intel® Core™ i7 12700F with 32 GB or RAM and PCIe solid-state
drive (SSD) disk.
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Figure 5: Three devices interconnected using the proposal. Device 1 Wemos D1 Wi-Fi ESP8266 with a
light control system. Device 2 WeMos D1 Wi-Fi ESP8266 connected to an analog light sensor. Device
3 WeMos Mini D1 Wi-Fi ESP8266 connected to an light analog light sensor

By utilizing the platform, these three devices can seamlessly communicate and collaborate to
automate the lighting process in the room. The system intelligently determines when to turn the lights
on or off by analyzing the sensed light levels in the environment. This ensures that the lights are
appropriately adjusted to provide optimal illumination based on the room’s conditions.

The IoT system continuously and actively monitors the light levels at two different locations within
the room in realtime. Should any of the light sensors detect a value below 600, the system promptly
activates the lights. On the other hand, if the light level is above the specified threshold, the system will
deactivate the lights.

In a traditional IoT implementation of this system, individual programs would need to be created
for each device. Specifying the actions supported by each device. For instance, Device 1 would have
actions like “turn on light” and “turn off light,” while Devices 2 and 3 would have the action of “get
light level”. Numerous IoT platforms provide code templates to minimize the code developers need to
write for each device. These three devices would be connected to a centralized system like ThingSpeak,
ThingWorx, Azure IoT Hub, or Amazon AWS. Depending on the selected platform, developers might
need to create a program or set up rules and notifications within the centralized system.

In our proposed approach, the firmware is installed on the devices. To generate this firmware,
developers need to provide the network details on the website but should not modify the firmware
program itself. Once this is done, the three devices can be connected to the platform. Developers can
create a new script that incorporates the three devices using the Device class. In the setup function, the
digital pins are configured as outputs, and the analog pins, which function as inputs, do not require any
configuration. The main logic of the system is implemented in the loop function, which executes every
500 milliseconds. This function retrieves the values from the two analog sensors and, if either value is
below 600, it triggers the lights to turn on. This logic serves as a basic example, but the loop function
can include any JavaScript algorithm to define more complex conditions or analyses. Additionally, the
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system can incorporate third-party libraries using Node.js npm packages, enabling advanced features
such as data analysis and artificial intelligence.

let device1 = new Device(“d1”);
let device2 = new Device(“d2”);
let device3 = new Device(“d3”);

let d1_pinLight = ‘D2’;
let d2_pinSensor = ‘A1’;
let d3_pinSensor = ‘A1’;

setup = () => {
console.log(‘Setup’);
device1.pinMode(d1_pinLight, OUTPUT);
// device2 A1 analog read not need configuration
// device3 A1 analog read not need configuration

}

loop = () => {
let valued2 =

device2.analogRead(d2_pinSensor);
let valued3 =

device3.analogRead(d3_pinSensor);

if(valued2 <= 600 || valued3 <= 600){
device1.digitalWrite(d1_pinLight, HIGH);

} else {
device1.digitalWrite(d1_pinLight, LOW);

}
}

The code based approach for configuring the system’s functionality offers several advantages,
particularly in reducing the time required to create the system. By leveraging programming structures,
configurations and business logic can be simplified, especially in systems involving repetitive actions.
For instance, consider the following system that effectively coordinates 16 devices with less than 50
lines of code. This program retrieves data from 8 devices equipped with analog light sensors and
analyzes the number of sensors detecting low light levels. Using this count, the program activates a
corresponding number of lights to compensate for the low light situation. By employing functional
programming in JavaScript, this approach efficiently manages sensor structures and measurements,
leading to a significant reduction in the required code compared to alternative implementation
approaches.

let devicesSensors = []
let devicesSensorsNames =

[“s1”,“s2”,“s3”,“s4”,“s5”,“s6”,“s7”,“s8”]
let devicesLights = []

(Continued)
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(continued)
let devicesLightsNames =

[“u1”,“u2”,“u3”,“u4”,“u5”,“u6”,“u7”,“u8”]

let pinLight = ‘D2’; // for all devices
let pinSensor = ‘A1’; // for all devices

setup = () => {
console.log(‘Setup’);
devicesSensorsNames.forEach (name, i => {

let device = new Device(name)
devicesSensors.push(device)

})
devicesLightsNames.forEach (name, i => {

let device = new Device(name)
device.pinMode(d1_pinLight, OUTPUT);
devicesLights.push(device)

})
}

loop = () => {
let valuesSensors = []
devicesSensors.forEach(device => {

let value = device.analogRead(pinLight);
valuesSensors.push(value);

})

let sensorsLows = valuesSensors.reduce(
(accumulator, currentValue) => {

if (currentValue < 600) {
return accumulator + 1;

} else {
return accumulator;

}
}, 0);

devicesLights.forEach(device, i => {
if (i <= sensorsLows)
device.digitalWrite(d1_pinLight, HIGH)

else {
device.digitalWrite(d1_pinLight, LOW);

}
})

}
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5 Evaluation

The objective of this proposal is to streamline the process of creating IoT systems that involve
interconnecting multiple devices for coordination and data collection, enabling them to perform
actions based on conditions or analysis.

Currently, there are various IoT platforms available that facilitate the creation of such systems.
These platforms eliminate the need for developers to individually implement the software for each
device and the centralized system that coordinates them. Some popular examples include ThingSpeak,
Azure IoT Central, and ArduinoCloud.

To evaluate the feasibility of implementing a centralized IoT system for enabling communication
between two devices, we will consider the cost aspect. The system comprises Device 1 (Arduino
Wemos) equipped with a light sensor and Device 2 (Arduino Wemos) equipped with a light switch.
The centralized system will receive data from Device 1 and, based on that information, send an on
or off command to Device 2. Although a simple use case has been designed for the evaluation, it is
worth noting that the proposed solution can be extended to accommodate more complex coordination
systems that may arise in the future.

To assess the process of defining this IoT system, we developed the functionality using different
IoT platforms and closely monitored several parameters throughout the system creation process. The
systems were created by a user who had prior knowledge of the IoT platforms, ensuring that no
mistakes were made during the system creation. The following parameters were analyzed:

• (L) Lines of code added or modified in the code.
• (C) Characters modified in the code, excluding copy/paste actions. The parameter captures the

extent of modifications made during the coding process.
• (N) Special configuration actions, which encompass additional tasks beyond the standard

platform usage, such as installing software or IDEs for devices.
• (I) Interaction with the web interface, including clicks and keystrokes during program coding.

The parameter excludes the registration process in any of the platforms. The Mousetron tool
was used to measure this parameter.

• (M) Distance covered by the mouse cursor during the entire process. This parameter was
measured using the Mousetron tool.

• (S) Number of different screens involved in configuring the system, such as managing devices,
channels, and defining rules. Each unique screen represents a distinct step in the configuration
process.

• (R) Number of different programs or websites used for creating the system. For example, using a
website and the Arduino IDE. Some environments, like Arduino IoT Cloud, enable performing
all actions directly from the website.

By analyzing these parameters, we can assess the efficiency and ease of use of different IoT
platforms for creating the desired system.

The evaluated alternatives for creating the IoT system were as follows:

• Proposal: The developer registers the two devices and downloads the firmware, providing the
necessary Wi-Fi credentials (SSID and password). The Arduino IDE is used to execute the
firmware on both devices. Following this, the developer creates a program (code) to retrieve
data from one device and define the coordination process.

• Azure IoT Central: Two Arduino firmwares are implemented based on the Azure/azure-sdk-
c-arduino template. The developer needs to modify the firmware code and configure essential
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parameters such as WiFi credentials, Azure host, and device information. Telemetry is used for
sending data, and commands are used to execute actions. The Arduino IDE is used to execute
the firmware on both devices. To implement synchronization, a rule is created in the Azure IoT
portal, which offers a web interface without requiring code.

• ThingSpeak: Two Arduino firmwares are created based on the ThingSpeak Arduino template.
The template includes communication and configuration parameters. Device 1 sends data to
a ThingSpeak channel, and Device 2 requests updates from a ThingSpeak TalkBack, allowing
remote command execution. The Arduino IDE is used to execute the firmware on both devices.
Two conditions are added using ThingSpeak Reacts, a web interface that does not require
coding.

• Arduino IoT Cloud: The developer registers the 2 devices in the Arduino IoT Cloud. To
facilitate device communication, a shared cloud variable is created. Within the web IDE, the
developer implements the 2 firmwares (code) that utilize the shared variable to coordinate their
functionality. This platform enables coordination using code, similar to the proposal, without
the need for an external IDE to deploy the firmware. However, the “Arduino Create Agent”
software needs to be installed to access the devices from the website.

During the evaluation of these alternatives, multiple factors were taken into account, encompass-
ing code length, configuration process, web interface interactions, mouse movement, and the number
of screens utilized in the system creation process (Table 2).

Table 2: Parameters analyzed in all alternatives

L C N I M S R

Proposal 8 234 1 307 8 4 2
Azure IoT central 33 977 1 1106 60 6 2
ThingSpeak 32 691 1 1269 25 5 2
Arduino cloud 7 138 1 390 22 5 2
No platform 229 4381 2 4868 57 2 1

When examining the code related parameters (L, C), Arduino Cloud emerged as the most efficient
option, particularly in terms of character count (Fig. 6). This reduction is achieved by utilizing
shorter code sentences that exclude device declarations and references. Nonetheless, Arduino Cloud
demands the creation of two separate programs, although they are relatively short. Moreover, the
additional step of creating a shared variable for program synchronization adds to the effort required
for implementation. It is important to note that this synchronization is accomplished through web
interfaces rather than code, resulting in the second group of parameters (N, I, M, S, R) being notably
less favorable compared to the proposal.

When considering parameters that measure complexity outside of the code, we observed that
the proposal stands out as the least demanding option. The reason for this notable reduction in
interactions, such as keystrokes (I), mouse movement (M), and configuration screens (S), is mainly
attributed to the emphasis on code based actions rather than relying on specific web interfaces (Fig. 7).
This code centric approach streamlines the process and minimizes the need for extensive efforts when
configuring the system. The proposal excels in minimizing the number of screens, mouse movements,
and keystrokes needed for data entry. It outperforms the second ranked option, “Arduino Cloud,”
across all these indicators, and it is notably superior to Azure and ThingSpeak in this regard.
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In order to establish a comprehensive comparison, we assigned weights to each analyzed parame-
ter (L = 10, C = 1, N = 90, I = 2, M = 7, S = 40, R = 100) based on their significance in the IoT system
creation process. These weights were assigned to ensure that the parameters that have a greater impact
on the overall complexity of the system were appropriately considered in the evaluation.

Figure 6: Comparison on characters in code. Vertical axis shows the number of characters

Figure 7: Comparison on parameters related to the use of web interfaces of the platforms and IDEs.
Vertical axis shows the number of parameters (I, M, S, R)

In overall terms, the proposal exhibits a complexity index of 1434, which is 12.13% lower than the
best alternative, Arduino Cloud (1632), and 65.49% lower than the third best alternative, ThingSpeak.
It is worth noting that ThingSpeak and Azure have similar complexity indexes (Fig. 8). These findings
suggest that the proposal offers a more streamlined and efficient approach, compared to the other
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evaluated alternatives. These results are explained, since the proposal is the one that defines the greatest
abstraction in the communication and coordination between devices.

Figure 8: Global complexity. Vertical axis shows the total number of the index of completeness

6 Conclusions

This paper introduces a platform designed to simplify the creation of IoT systems that involve
interconnecting smart objects. The proposal is based on the abstraction on devices communication
and interconnection, and allowing the implementation of the entire IOT system in a single program.

While there are already several alternatives available to simplify the creation of IoT platforms for
object interconnection, the primary objective of this research is to further enhance the ease of system
creation. The hypothesis revolves around consolidating the entire system development into a single
program, integrating both device logic and the centralized system. This approach sets itself apart from
many existing platforms that often merge code editors with multiple web interfaces for rule definition,
lacking a unified program for the entire IoT system. Based on the conducted evaluation, the proposal
enables the swift creation of systems that effectively coordinate connected devices. It achieved the
lowest overall complexity index among the 1434 alternatives, surpassing the second ranked “Arduino
Cloud”by a margin of 12.13% and outperforming platforms like ThingSpeak and Azure IoT by almost
70%. These results indicate that the proposal holds potential as an agile solution for developing IoT
systems of this nature.

The proposal presents a new development approach that can be very useful for the implementation
of IoT systems. It allows to significantly reduce development costs compared to current alternatives.
Moreover, the proposed approach enables developers with limited technical expertise to effectively
communicate and interconnect IoT devices. This makes it particularly valuable for IoT systems that
involve the coordination of multiple devices, each with distinct functionalities.

The proposal is efficient for the creation of IoT systems that do not have low data traffic or
very low response times as essential requirements. It is based on a generic communication and
coordination system, which may not be as efficient as a system implemented by an expert developer
in communication, data compression, or high performance real-time systems.
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We have identified several lines of future work within this proposal. Firstly, it facilitates the
creation of dashboards and monitoring or remote control systems within the platform. Secondly, it
includes protocol selections and coordination configurations based on artificial intelligence. These
dynamic configurations can adapt during the system’s lifecycle to improve efficiency and response
times.
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